Market

In an age when accurate and current information is
the most precious resource, the Kapital business
magazine has asserted itself as the most relevant
source of quality information, which Macedonian
business, political and non-governmental sector
leaders use while making their decisions. The
magazine has been on the market for ten years and,
fortunately or unfortunately, has yet to receive any
serious competition in the area of reporting on the
most important events in economics and politics
happening in Macedonia, the region and worldwide.
Thus, the main objective of the team consisting of
young and devoted professionals creating the
weekly magazine is for it to be comparable to the
leading media in business journalism on a global
level and to set the gold standard for all the others
in the country.
To be a market leader in one's area of
expertise is not only a great honour and pleasure,
but also a great obligation to all those who each
week eagerly await Kapital to inform them about
economic issues and news, as well as to educate
them on the newest trends in management,
marketing, technology, the automotive industry, and
other sectors of modern business and lifestyle.
The circulation, over 5,000 copies for
subscribers alone, which is an extraordinary
number for a small market such as Macedonia and
especially when the audience is strictly targeted,
demonstrates Kapital's influence on the creation of
public opinion in the corporate and political
establishment in the country.

Achievements

Aiming to be maximally objective in its treatment of
current political and economic issues, Kapital has
never wavered in discovering and thoroughly
analysing economic and social moments, however
uncomfortable they may have been for certain
people.
Ever since its beginning, the weekly has been
following the criteria of leading research
journalism, never hesitating to be provocative,
lucid, and even slightly sarcastic when it was
necessary to criticise anomalies and errors in
the current business and social environment. The
proof of the impartiality and objectivity of the
magazine is that representatives of all political
options and business circles have always been
among Kapital's loyal readers.
Another affirmation of the relevance and
esteem that the weekly enjoys in the
Macedonian media stage are the countless
columns, commentaries and expert analyses that
have appeared on the pages of its almost 500
issues, written by highly renowned experts and
analysts from Macedonia and abroad.

History

The first issue of Kapital came out on
September the 24th 1999, on black and white
newsprint, created in modest technical
conditions, using two second-hand computers,
when a fast Internet connection and an
expensive graphics card were only wishful
thinking for the staff at the time.
As the slogan says, “Only the idea is capital,
everything else is money”, which has become a
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certain trademark of the weekly magazine, the idea
and vision of what they wanted to do was the
most valuable thing belonging to the people who
started the Kapital story. They were a few young
like-minded journalists, who left the established
positions they had in several Macedonian media
companies and embarked on an unpredictable
journey, which has lasted for ten years now. It was
unpredictable because no one could know for
certain how much the Macedonian readership was

ready for a new and different approach. Still, fortune
favours the brave, and it turned out that the public
was indeed hungry for quality business information.
As time passed, the format of the newspaper
changed and its concept and contents grew and
evolved – from the small format of a daily paper,
through the small format of a weekly magazine,
then a larger format partly in colour, to today's
design: full-colour pages on quality paper, as the
readers have known it for the last four years.
So far, during the decade in which Kapital has
existed, several leading journalists in the area of
Macedonian economy and politics have passed
through its offices or stayed on to this day.

Product

Despite the trend to adjust to the wishes and
needs of the readership, Kapital has not relinquished
its basic concept choice, and that is to thoroughly
and analytically inform about all economic and
business news, which is especially useful for all those
who have to make decisions on a daily basis.
Of course, observations of business events are
not free of political context, to the extent that one
stays unbiased and objective in one's criticism of
certain political decisions, regardless of the political
option that makes them.
The last few years, addressing the need for the
continuous education of Macedonian business
leaders in the fields of entrepreneurship, marketing,
advertising, managing human resources and other
managerial tools, Kapital has regularly published
supplements about these fields within its pages,
aiming to always be current and in-the-know about
the latest world trends in these fields. Periodical
products of the weekly include special supplements
on banking and finances, where more space is given
to useful and practical topics that concern the

wider readership, such as credit cards,
savings, the insurance business,
telecommunications, business gifts, lifestyle
and other areas.
The ultimate result of the research
analyses and continuous following of the
most significant economic sectors are the
special editions "Top 200 Companies",
"Top 100 Exporters", "Banks" and other
extensive supplements prepared by the
Kapital team.

Recent Developments

Following the technological changes in the
media sector that ultimately lead to
changes in consumers' habits, three years
ago Kapital introduced in its product
portfolio the website Total, an information
portal on economics updated daily. In a
short time, Total became an irreplaceable
source for the freshest information for
thousands of users, and not only those
who are professionally connected with the
spheres of economy and business, but also
to many readers who, out of curiosity or
desire to widen their general knowledge,
make use of the portal daily.
In the ten years of the weekly's
existence, its continuous
development and aim to
leave a mark on the
Macedonian information
space has necessitated
that Kapital become part
of a bigger entity, the hat
of which will cover all of
the products created by
the weekly's team and its
partners. Therefore, the
Kapital Media Group came
to be, which produces all
of the printed and
electronic editions of the
group, as well as the other
content that leaves an
indelible trace on the
Macedonian media space.
Kapital does not stop
here. In the near future, there
are plans for new and
innovative content and
products, which will
undoubtedly enrich the
country's informative stage
and will contribute towards
even more detailed and
objective analyses of and
commentaries on the economic
reality.

Promotion

In the spirit of bringing Macedonia in line with
Euroatlantic integrations and the evergrowing need of Macedonian
companies to strengthen their
competitiveness, Kapital organized a
special conference for the
application of corporate
management as one of the
preconditions for efficient and
effective organization of work in
the real sector. A co-organizer of
the conference was the
International Finance
Corporation, a member of the
World Bank, through its local
office.
Previously, in October of
2007, Kapital also organized a
conference devoted to the
pre-entry EU funding, aiming
to inform all of the
interested potential users
of these funds with the
ways of application and
development of quality
products. The lecturers at
both conferences were
well-known names in the
aforementioned fields, regional and

internationally acclaimed experts.
Kapital has also been the organiser of three
trainings and workshops, where young and not yet
established professionals have had the opportunity,
with the help of experienced representatives of the
field, to get acquainted with the techniques of
contemporary business journalism. The trainings
were organized in partnership with and with
support from the American Embassy in Skopje.
Aiming to actively contribute towards the
promotion of positive values in society, Kapital has
been a regular media sponsor of many important
events in the areas of culture and the arts, as well
as being a consistent partner in organizing fairs such
as Finexpo, Career Days, and other activities related
to business and education.

Brand Values

Over the years, Kapital has proven many times its
reputation as the most relevant supplier of business
information in Macedonia and as a relentless fighter
for depicting reality, not only of the domestic
economy and political stage, but also of the region
and the world, as well. Its strong positioning and the
great influence that the weekly magazine has had
on the country's decision makers are a result of the
hard work and sacrifice on the part of its staff,
which ultimately has lead to the long-term loyalty of
the readership and has attracted more new
followers who rely on Kapital's information.
Kapital is being read in directors' offices, Kapital
is being read in politicians' cabinets, Kapital is being
read at universities, institutes, "think-tank" centres...
Simply, Kapital is everywhere that decisions are
being made and policies and strategies are being
created. This is the biggest affirmation of the brand's
value, built patiently over the past 10 years.

www.kapital.com.mk
THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT...

Kapital
On the cover page of Kapital's first issue, there
was a misprint in the issue number: instead of 1,
the number 10 was printed. This cover page
hangs framed in the magazine's offices to this
day.
The average age of Kapital's team is 28 years,
which makes its staff one of the youngest in
Macedonia and abroad.
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